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Abstract: Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANETs) use anonymous routing protocols that hide node identities and/or routes from outside observers in order to provide anonymity protection. However, existing anonymous routing protocols relying on either hop-by-hop encryption or redundant traffic either generate high cost or cannot provide full anonymity protection to data sources, destinations, and routes. The high cost exacerbates the inherent resource constraint problem in MANETs especially in multimedia wireless applications. To offer high anonymity protection at a low cost, I propose an Anonymous Location-based Efficient Routing Protocol (ALERT). For anonymity ALERT hides mainly source and destination identity using pseudonym which changes frequently. And ALERT also hide route between source and destination. With this ALERT also having strategy against intersection attacks. I show that ALERT achieves better route anonymity protection and lower cost compared to other anonymous routing protocols. Also, ALERT achieves comparable routing efficiency to the GPSR geographical routing protocol.
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INTRODUCTION

Now a day’s using mobile Ad-hoc Network, numerous wireless applications can be developed and these are used in much number of areas like mainly in military, education, commerce, entertainment.

MANET- MANET’s basic features are self-organizing and independent infrastructure. All the nodes in the network are mobile and use wireless communications to communicate with other nodes. But as perspective of security of MANET, these networks get easily broken their security. Mainly data get lost or stolen by tampering and analyzing data and traffic analysis eavesdropping method or attacking routing protocol. For this security issue one solution is to use anonymous routing in the network that cannot be identified by any other nodes or attacker or observer. Although this anonymous routing is not required in general application, but it is very essential in Military, Banking like application, where security of communication is main purpose.

Anonymous routing provides secure communication between two nodes by hiding nodes original identity and prevents these nodes from traffic analysis attacks of adversaries.

In this paper the main task of anonymous routing is to hide identity and location of data sources (i.e sender, recipient) and route, so attacker cannot easily identify identity and location in network of nodes.

Existing anonymity routing protocols in MANETs can be mainly classified into two categories: hop-by-hop encryption [9], [12], [2], [6], [1] and redundant traffic [11], [7], [4], [10], [14], [13], [3]. Most of the current approaches are limited by focusing on enforcing anonymity at a heavy cost to precious resources because public-key-based encryption and high traffic generate significantly high cost. In addition, many approaches cannot provide all of the aforementioned anonymity protections. For example, ALARM [6] cannot protect the location anonymity of source and destination, SDDR [16] cannot provide route anonymity, and ZAP [3] only focuses on destination anonymity. Many anonymity routing algorithms [3], [2], [3], [6], [1], [14], [10] are based on the geographic routing protocol (e.g.,
Greedy Perimeter Stateless Routing (GPSR) [17]) that greedily forwards a packet to the node closest to the destination. However, the protocol’s strict relay node selection makes it easy to reveal the source and destination and to analyze traffic.

In order to provide high anonymity protection (for sources, destination, and route) with low cost, I propose an Anonymous Location-based and Efficient Routing protocol (ALERT). ALERT dynamically partitions a network field into zones and randomly chooses nodes in zones as intermediate relay nodes, which form a non-traceable anonymous route. Specifically, in each routing step, a data sender or forwarder partitions the network field in order to separate itself and the destination into two zones. It then randomly chooses a node in the other zone as the next relay node and uses the GPSR [17] algorithm to send the data to the relay node. In the last step, the data is broadcasted to k-nodes in the destination zone, providing k-anonymity to the destination. In addition, ALERT has a strategy to hide the data initiator among a number of initiators to strengthen the anonymity protection of the source. ALERT is also resilient to intersection attacks [19] and timing attacks [19]. I theoretically analyzed ALERT in terms of anonymity and efficiency. I also conducted experiments to evaluate the performance of ALERT in comparison with other anonymity and geographic routing protocols.

**Motivation and Contribution**

The motivation of this paper is to ALERT can be used in different network models with node movement patterns. Such as random way point model and group mobility model. Generally ALERT provides unpredictable and dynamic routing path, which has no. of dynamically selected intermediate nodes.

1. First ALERT partitions given network area into two zones as horizontally (or vertically).
2. Then again split every partition into two zones as vertically (or horizontally). This process called as hierarchical zone partition.
3. After partitioning ALERT randomly select a node in each zone at each step as an intermediate relay node, in this way ALERT provide dynamically creating an unpredictable routing path.

**Related Work**

Anonymous routing schemes in MANETs have been studied in recent years. By the different usage of topological information, they can be classified into on-demand or reactive routing methods [7], [15], [8], [11], [12], [2], [14], [10], [3], and proactive routing methods [5]. Also there are anonymous middleware working between network layer and application layer [4]. Since topology routing does not need the node location information, location anonymity protection is not necessary.

**TABLE 1: Summary of Existing Anonymous Routing Protocols**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Topology</th>
<th>Identity anonymity</th>
<th>Location anonymity</th>
<th>Route anonymity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reactive</td>
<td>Hop-by-hop encryption</td>
<td>MASK [32]</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ANODR [33]</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Discount-ANODR [34]</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geographic</td>
<td>Zhou et al. [10]</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Prabhak et al. [4]</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>AODV [10]</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>PRISIM [6]</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proactive</td>
<td>Redundant traffic</td>
<td>Aod [4]</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geographic</td>
<td>ASR [11]</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>destination</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ZAP [13]</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>destination</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middleware</td>
<td>Redundant traffic</td>
<td>ALARM [9]</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geographic</td>
<td>MAPCP [14]</td>
<td>source, destination</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HELPFUL HINTS**

**Figures and Tables**

Table 1 shows the classification of the methods along with their anonymity protection. To clearly show the featured anonymity protection in different reactive routing methods, the table provides a finer classification of different anonymity methods, including hop-by-hop encryption [7], [15], [8], [11], [12], [11], [14], [10], and redundant traffic routing [7], [14], [3].

In hop-by-hop encryption routing, a packet is encrypted in the transmission of two nodes en route, preventing adversaries from tampering or analyzing the packet contents to interrupt the communication or identify of the two communicating nodes. Hop-by-hop encryption routing can be further divided into onion routing and hop-by-hop authentication. In onion routing, packets are encrypted in the source node and decrypted layer by layer (i.e., hop by hop) along the routing path. It is used in Aod [7], ANODR [15] and Discount-ANODR [8] topological routing. Aod [7] combines onion routing, multicast, and uses packet coding policies to constantly change the packets in order to reinforce both destination and route anonymity. The onion used in ANODR [15] is called trapdoor.
boomerang onion (TBO), which uses a trapdoor function instead of public key-based encryption. ANODR needs onion construction in both route discovery and return routing, generating high cost. To deal with this problem, the authors further proposed Discount-ANODR that constructs onions only on the return routes.

ALARM [6] uses proactive routing, where each node broadcasts its location information to its authenticated neighbours so that each node can build a map for later anonymous route discovery. However, this map construction leaks destination node locations and compromises the route anonymity. Different from all other studied methods, MAPCP [4] is a middleware between network and application layers, in which every hop in the routing path executes probabilistic broadcasting that chooses a number of its neighbours with a certain probability to forward messages.

Mix zones [13] and GLS [20] are zone-based location services. Mix zones are an anonymous location service that unveils the positions of mobile users in a long time period in order to prevent users' movement from being tracked. Each location aware application that can monitor nodes' locations on top of Mix zones is only allowed to monitor the nodes that are registered to it. Therefore, by letting each node associate with some zones but stay unregistered, these users' location changes are untraceable in unregistered zones. Although GLS also uses hierarchical zone partitioning, its use is for location service while in ALERT, its use is for anonymous routing. ALERT is also different from GLS in the zone division scheme. A zone in ALERT is always divided into two smaller rectangles, while GLS divides the entire square area into four sub squares and then recursively divides these into smaller squares. The zone division in ALERT occurs when selecting a next forwarding node. so the zones are formed dynamically as a message is being forwarded. In contrast, the zone division and hierarchies in GLS are configured in advance and the location servers are selected based on the different hierarchies.

**Organization**

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. I introduce the preliminary work in Section II. I give the formal model of ALERT in Section III. An efficient ALERT scheme is proposed in Section IV. I analyse the proposed scheme in Section V. Finally, the conclusions are given in Section VI.

**PRELIMINARIES**

For ease of illustration, I assume the entire network area is generally a rectangle in which nodes are randomly disseminated. The information of the bottom-right and upper left boundary of the network area is configured into each node when it joins in the system. This information enables a node to locate the positions of nodes in the entire area for zone partitions in ALERT.

ALERT features a dynamic and unpredictable routing path, which consists of a number of dynamically determined intermediate relay nodes. As shown in the upper part of Fig. 1, given an area, I horizontally partition it into two zones $A_1$ and $A_2$. I then vertically partition zone $A_1$ to $B_1$ and $B_2$. After that, I horizontally partition zone $B_2$ into two zones. Such zone partitioning consecutively splits the smallest zone in an alternating horizontal and vertical manner. I call this partition process hierarchical zone partition. ALERT uses the hierarchical zone partition and randomly chooses a node in the partitioned zone in each step as an intermediate relay node (i.e., data forwarder), thus dynamically generating an unpredictable routing path for a message.

Fig. 2 shows an example of routing in ALERT. I call the zone having $k$ nodes where D resides the destination zone, denoted as $Z_D$. $k$ is used to control the degree of anonymity protection for the destination. The shaded zone in Fig. 2 is the destination zone. Specifically, in the ALERT routing, each data source or forwarder executes the hierarchical zone partition. ALERT uses the hierarchical zone partition and randomly chooses a node in the partitioned zone in each step as an intermediate relay node (i.e., data forwarder), thus dynamically generating an unpredictable routing path for a message.

It then randomly chooses a position in the other zone called temporary destination (TD), and uses the GPSR routing algorithm to send the data to the node closest to TD. This node is defined as a random forwarder (RF). Fig. 3 shows an example where node N is the closest to TD, so it is selected as a RF. ALERT aims at achieving k-anonymity \cite{18} for destination node D, where k is a predefined integer. Thus, in the last step, the data are broadcasted to k nodes in Z_{\text{TD}}, providing k-anonymity to the destination.

![Fig. 2. Routing among zones in ALERT](image)

Given an S-D pair, the partition pattern in ALERT varies depending on the randomly selected TDs and the order of horizontal and vertical division, which provides a better anonymity protection. Fig. 1 shows two possible routing paths for a packet pkt issued by sender S targeting destination D in ALERT. There are also many other possible paths. In the upper routing flow, data source S first horizontally divides the area into two equal-size zones, A_1 and A_2, in order to separate S and Z_1. S then randomly selects the first temporary destination TD_1 in zone A_1, where Z_2 resides. Then, S relies on GPSR to send pkt to TD_1. The pkt is forwarded by several relays until reaching a node that cannot find a neighbor closer to TD_1. This node is considered to be the first random-forwarder RF_1. After RF_1 receives pkt, it vertically divides the region A_1 into regions B_1 and B_2 so that Z_2 is and it are separated in two different zones. Then, RF_1 randomly selects the next temporary destination TD_2 and uses GPSR to send pkt to TD_2. This process is repeated until a packet receiver finds itself residing in Z_{\text{TD}}, i.e., a partitioned zone is Z_{\text{TD}} having k nodes. Then, the node broadcasts the pkt to the k nodes.

The lower part of Fig. 1 shows another routing path based on a different partition pattern. After S vertically partitions the whole area to separate itself from Z_{\text{TD}}, it randomly chooses TD_1 and sends pkt to RF_1. RF_1 partitions zone A_1 into B_1 and B_2 horizontally and then partitions B_1 into C_1 and C_2 vertically, so that itself and Z_2 are separated. Note that RF_1 could vertically partition A_1 to separate itself from Z_{\text{TD}} in two zones but may choose a TD further away from the destination than the TD that resulted from the horizontal partition. Therefore, ALERT sets the partition in the alternative horizontal and vertical manner in order to ensure that a pkt approaches D in each step.

As GPSR, we assume that the destination node will not move far away from its position during the data transmission, so it can successfully receive the data. In this design, the tradeoff is the anonymity protection degree and transmission delay. A larger number of hierarchies generate more routing hops, which increases anonymity degree but also increases the delay. To ensure the delivery of packets, the destination sends a confirmation to the source upon receiving the packets. If the source has not received the confirmation during a predefined time period, it will resend the packets.

**FORMAL MODEL OF ALERT**

In this section, I give the formal Algorithm and Routing method of ALERT.

**Pseudonym and Location of Node:** Dynamic pseudonym is another name or identity given to node. In ALERT pseudonym used as node identifier with replacement of its real MAC address. Nodes MAC addresses can be used to trace nodes existence in the network. Therefore replacing MAC address with pseudonym is the main advantage of ALERT protocol. This pseudonym is the combination of MAC address and Current time stamp. But if this information is known by attacker then it is easily find out the node. Therefore, to prevent this time stamp can be randomly selected. This pseudonym is not permanent; it expires after a specific time period so that attacker cannot associate the pseudonym with nodes. With this pseudonym there is one problem is changing pseudonym packets, the destination sends a confirmation to the source upon receiving the packets. If the source has not received the confirmation of hierarchies generate more routing hops, which increases anonymity degree but also increases the delay. To ensure the delivery of data to the node closest to TD. This node is defined as a random forwarder (RF). ALERT aims at achieving k-anonymity \cite{18} for destination node D, where k is a predefined integer. Thus, in the last step, the data are broadcasted to k nodes in Z_{\text{TD}}, providing k-anonymity to the destination.

1. First ALERT partitions given network area into two zones as horizontally (or vertically).
2. Then again split every partition into two zones as vertically (or horizontally). This process called as hierarchical zone partition.
3. After partitioning ALERT randomly select a node in each zone at each step as an intermediate relay node, in this way ALERT provide dynamically creating an unpredictable routing path.

Above fig. shows both partitioning, here we generally network considered in rectangle form. In this rectangle circle consider as nodes. Consider one example of routing in ALERT. Following fig shows this

In this example I first horizontally partition network then vertically and so on. While this partitioning each data source of forwarder node checks whether itself and destination nodes are not in same zone. If it is not then partitioning continues. In above fig where the destination node locates that zone is called as destination zone denoted as ZD and that zone having k nodes, which is used to control the degree of anonymity.

While in routing first source node randomly chooses a node in other zone known as temporary destination (TD) and then uses GPSR routing algorithm to send the data to node close to TD. This process continues to reach data to destination node. A node closer to TD known as Random Forwarder (RF). But in destination zone data is broadcasted in ZD to k nodes which provides k anonymity i.e attacker or observer does not known at destination node.

Here one assumption is taken that destination node with not leave the destination zone during the data transmission to it. So it can successfully receive the full data without any loss. For successful completion of data transmission destination node send a confirmation to source node. If source node not receives to confirm during predefined time period, it will resend packets. As a large no. of hierarchies generated they create more routing hops which increases anonymity degree but also increase the delay.

**Location of Destination Zone:** Zone position is made from the upper left and bottom right coordinates of a zone. It is used by each packet forwarder to check whether it is separated from destination zone or not. To calculate zone position we have H denotes total no. of partitions in order to produce ZD and no. of nodes i.e k and node density \( \rho \),

\[
H = \log_2(\rho \cdot G/k) \quad \text{eq}(1)
\]
Where as G=size of entire network area Using H and G the position (0,0) & (Xg , Yg) of entire network area and position of destination node d the source can calculate the zone position of ZD.

**Packet Format:** For successful routing between source and destination some information is needed, which is embeds in the packet by source and each packet forwarder node. For ALERT following packet format is use.

![Fig.4 ALERT Packet Format](image)

- RREQ/RREP/NAK- use to acknowledge the loss of packet.
- Ps - Pseudonym of a source.
- Pd – pseudonym of a destination.
- Lzs & Lzd – are the position of Hth partitioned source zone and destination zone.
- h- Number of divisions.
- H – Maximum number of division allowed.

In this paper, I use two different network models, random way point model [17] and group mobility model [18]. With the random way point model as the default setting, I also compare the performance of ALERT in the group mobility model. In the group mobility model, we set the movement range of each group to 150 m with 10 groups [6] and to 200 m with five groups.

**Anonymity Protection:** The main goal of ALERT is to provide identity and location anonymity of source and destination in MANET. For this ALERT dynamically and randomly chooses relay node for forming route between source and destination. So due to this intruder cannot observe a stastical pattern of transmission. Anonymous path between source and destination ensures that a node on the path does not know where the endpoints are. Unlinkability is major strength of privacy protection i.e source and destination cannot be associated with the packets in their communication by adversaries.

**Strategy against Intersection Attacks:** Intersection attack, in which an attacker can determine communicating nodes using observation of routing between them and collecting information about them Active Users To counter intersection attack ALERT proposes a strategy. In this it broadcasted the packets in destination zone ZD. So that attacker confuse who is destination .This broadcasting is done in two steps. In first step packet is broadcasted but not reach to destination node. In second step nodes who receive the packets then forward packets to remaining node who yet not receive in this destination node is present so it receive the packet. In this situation attacker get confused and can’t concentrate in their observation

**ANALYSIS OF THE SCHEME**

In this section, I theoretically analyze the anonymity and routing efficiency properties of ALERT. I analyze the number of nodes that can participate in routing that function as camouflages for routing nodes. I estimate the number of RFs in a routing path, which shows the route anonymity degree and routing efficiency of ALERT. I calculate the anonymity protection degree of a destination zone as time passes to demonstrate ALERT’s ability to counter intersection attacks. In this section, I also use figures to show the analytical results to clearly demonstrate the relationship between these factors and the anonymity protection degree.

**Security**

In this analysis scenario, I assume that the entire network area is a rectangle with side lengths l_A and l_B and the entire area is partitioned H times to produce a k-anonymity destination zone. For the parameters of results in the figures, unless otherwise indicated, the size of the entire network zone is 1000 mX1000 m and the number of nodes equals 200. I set H = 5 to ensure that a reasonable number of nodes are in a destination zone.

I first introduce two functions to calculate the two side lengths of the hth partitioned zone:

\[ a(h, I_A) = \frac{1}{2} I_A (\frac{h}{2}) \]  
\[ b(h, I_B) = \frac{1}{2} I_B (\frac{h}{2}) \]

The side lengths of the destination zone after H partitions are \( a(h, I_A) \) and \( b(h, I_B) \). Fig. shows an example of three partitions of the entire network area. The side lengths of the final zone after the three partitions are

\[ a(3, I_A) = \frac{1}{2} I_A (\frac{3}{2}) = 0.5 I_A \]
\[ b(3, I_B) = \frac{1}{2} I_B (\frac{3}{2}) = 0.25 I_B \]

**The Number of Possible Participating Nodes:** The intention of his analysis is to characterize how many possible nodes are able to participate in one S-D routing. The number of these nodes shows how many nodes can become camouflages in a routing path. These possible participating nodes include RFs and the relay nodes between two RFs using GPSR. The nodes that actually conduct the routing are not easily discovered among the many possible participating nodes, thus making the routing pattern undetectable. Because the positions of both S and D affect the number of possible participating nodes in routing, the positions influence routing anonymity. I first calculate the probability that partitions are needed to separate S and D denoted as \( p_s(\sigma) \). I use \( \sigma \) to denote the closeness between S and D. \( p_s(\sigma) \) actually is the probability that D is located in a position that can be separated from a given S using \( \sigma \) partitions. I can get

\[ p_s(\sigma) = 1/2 \sigma \quad 0 < \sigma \leq H \]

I use \( N_e(\sigma) \) to denote the expected number of nodes that possibly take part in routing based on a given closeness

\[ N_e(\sigma) = a(\sigma, I_A) b(\sigma, I_B) \]

where \( p \) denotes the density of nodes. By considering different closeness \( \sigma \) I arrive at the final expected number of possible participating nodes from a S to any D:

\[ N_e = \sum_{\sigma} N_e(\sigma) p_s(\sigma) = \sum_{\sigma} a(\sigma, I_A) b(\sigma, I_B) p 1/2^\sigma \]

I set the total number of nodes in the network to 100, 200, and 400, respectively, and use (5) to calculate the number of possible participating nodes.

**The Number of Random-Forwarders:** The number of RFs determines the length of the routing path in ALERT. Therefore, it reflects the energy efficiency and degree of anonymity of ALERT. From the anonymity view, for a network with a fixed number of nodes, more RFs offer higher anonymity but will reduce the number of nodes in the destination zone, and consequently reduce the anonymity protection of destination node. Therefore, the number of RFs should be carefully determined to ensure a sufficient number of nodes located in the destination zone. For a pair of S-D with closeness \( \sigma \), we define \( p_i(\sigma) \) as the probability that an S-D routing path has i RFs. The number of RFs is determined by the zone partition pattern.

**Destination Anonymity Protection:** Destination anonymity is determined by the number of nodes in the destination zone, which is related to node density and the size of the destination zone. According to the work in [13], the probability that a node with a moving speed \( v \) remains in the destination zone, which is a circular area with radius \( r \), after time period \( t \), denoted by \( p_d(t) \), is exponentially distributed:

\[ p_d(t) = e^{-t/\beta} \]
\[ \beta = \frac{\pi r}{2v} \]
In order to apply (9) and (10) to my method, I assume the Hth partitioned destination zone is a square that can be approximated by a circle covering approximately (see fig:6) the same area. This assumption is feasible, which only requires a square for the entire network area (i.e., \( l_A = l_B \)) and an even number of partitions (i.e., \( a(H, l_A) = b(H, l_A) \)). I use \( 2r \) to denote the side length of the destination zone. Hence, we can calculate the radius of this approximate circle as below:

\[
\pi r^2 = (2r')^2 \Rightarrow r = 2r'/\pi \quad \text{eq(11)}
\]

For ALERT to be usable, I need to ensure that the pseudonym and location exchange cost is low compared with regular communication messages. Let \( N, N_L, f, F, \) and \( T \) denote the total number of nodes, the number of location servers, the frequency of pseudonym, and location updates and the frequency of regular communication messages, respectively. The number of messages exchanged between location servers within time \( T \) is \( N_L \times (N_L - 1) \times f \times T \), the number of messages for pseudonym updates is \( N \times f \times T \). The number of communication messages in the network is \( N \times F \times T \). Therefore, if the location servers incur only a small fraction of messages, we need to make sure that \( N_L \times (N_L - 1) \times f \times T / N \times F \times T << 1 \). Regular communication frequency should be much higher than update exchange messages, thus \( f << F \), so that \( N \times f \times T / N \times F \times T << 1 \). Therefore

\[
N_L \times (N_L - 1) \times f \times T + N \times F \times T << 1
\]

\[
N \times F \times T
\]

\[
N_L \times (N_L - 1) \times f \times T << 1
\]

\[
N \times F \times T
\]

\[
N_L \times (N_L - 1) \times f << 1
\]

\[
N \times F
\]

which can be satisfied if \( N_L \) is comparable to \( \sqrt[3]{N} \). This is reasonable when the transmission range of nodes is modest so that only a small number of location servers are needed.

Performance

In this section, I provide experimental evaluation of the ALERT protocol, which exhibit consistency with my analytical results. Both prove the superior performance of ALERT in providing anonymity with low cost of overhead. Recall that anonymous routing protocols can be classified into hop-by-hop encryption and redundant traffic. I compare ALERT with two recently proposed anonymous geographic routing protocols: AO2P [10] and ALARM [6], which are based on hop-by-hop encryption and redundant traffic, respectively. All of the protocols are geographic routing, so we also compare ALERT with the baseline routing protocol GPSR [1] in the experiments. In GPSR, a packet is always forwarded to the node nearest to the destination. When such a node does not exist, GPSR uses perimeter forwarding to find the hop that is the closest to the destination. In ALARM, each node periodically disseminates its own identity to its authenticated neighbors and continuously collects all other nodes’ identities. Thus, nodes can build a secure map of other nodes for geographical routing. In routing, each node encrypts the packet by its key which is verified by the next hop en route. Such dissemination period was set to 30s in this experiment. The routing of AO2P is similar to GPSR except it has a contention phase in which the neighboring nodes of the current packet holder will contend to be the next hop. This contention phase is to classify nodes based on their distance from the destination node, and select a node in the class that is closest to destination. Contention can make the ad hoc channel accessible to a smaller number of nodes in order to decrease the possibility that adversaries participate, but concurrently this leads to an extra delay. Also, AO2P selects a position on the line connecting the source and destination that is further to the source node than the destination to provide destination anonymity, which may lead to long path length with higher routing cost than GPSR.

Simulation

In this section I discuss about the simulation of network model.
The tests were carried out on NS-2.29 simulator using 802.11 as the MAC protocol with a standard wireless transmission range of 250 m and UDP/CBR traffic [21] with a packet size of 512 bytes. The test field in our experiment was set to a 1000 m x 1000 m area with 200 nodes moving at a speed of 2 m/s, unless otherwise specified. The density was set to 50, 100, 150, and 200 nodes per square meters. The duration of each simulation was set to 100 s unless otherwise indicated. The number of pairs of S-D communication nodes was set to 10 and S-D pairs are randomly generated. S sends a packet to D at an interval of 2 s. The final results are the average of results of 30 runs. The confidence interval can be thus calculated from different runs and are shown when necessary. The confidence interval information is drawn along with the average point (in a “I” shape) on those figures.

For encryption, the symmetric encryption algorithm is AES and the public key encryption is RSA. Data are generated randomly according to the packet size specified in the paper. Packets are encrypted whenever needed. The encryption algorithm is single threaded, running along with other parts of the experiment on a 1.8 Ghz processor. A typical symmetric encryption costs several milliseconds while a public key encryption operation costs 2-3 hundred milliseconds.

I use the following metrics to evaluate the routing performance in terms of effectiveness on anonymity protection and efficiency:

1. **The number of actual participating nodes.** These nodes include RFs and relay nodes that actually participate in routing. This metric demonstrates the ability of ALERT’s randomized routing to avoid routing pattern detection.

2. **The number of random forwarders.** This is the number of actual RFs in a S-D routing path. It shows routing anonymity and efficiency.

3. **The number of remaining nodes in a destination Zone.** This is the number of original nodes remaining in a destination zone after a time period. A larger number provides higher anonymity protection to a destination and to counter the intersection attack. We measure this metric over time to show effectiveness on the destination anonymity protection.

4. **The number of hops per packet.** This is measured as the accumulated routing hop counts divided by the number of packets sent, which shows the efficiency of routing algorithms.

5. **Latency per packet.** This is the average time elapsed after a packet is sent and before it is received. It includes the time cost for routing and cryptography. This metric reflects the latency and efficiency of routing algorithms.

6. **Delivery rate.** This is measured by the fraction of packets that are successfully delivered to a destination. It shows the robustness of routing algorithms to adapt to mobile network environment.

In this paper, I conclude that existing anonymous routing protocols, depend on either hop-by-hop encryption or redundant traffic which generate high cost. And some protocols are not provide complete source, destination, and route anonymity protection. ALERT is distinguished by its low cost and anonymity protection for sources, destinations, and routes. It uses dynamic hierarchical zone partitions and random relay node selections to make it difficult for an intruder to detect the two endpoints and nodes en-route. ALERT further strengthens the anonymity protection of source and destination by hiding the data initiator/receiver among a number of data initiators/receivers. In addition, ALERT has an efficient solution to counter intersection attacks. It can also achieve comparable routing efficiency to the base-line GPSR algorithm. Like other anonymity routing algorithms, ALERT is not completely bulletproof to all attacks. Future work lies in reinforcing ALERT in an attempt to thwart stronger, active attackers and demonstrating comprehensive theoretical and simulation results.
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